Women of Empowerment Members Recognized by P.O.W.E.R. (Professional Organization of Women of Excellence Recognized)

Manhasset, NY, October 06, 2017 --(PR.com)-- P.O.W.E.R. (Professional Organization of Women of Excellence Recognized) is proud to recognize the newest Women of Empowerment members who have been honored for their contributions and achievements in the many fields listed.

About The New Women of Empowerment Members
P.O.W.E.R. (Professional Organization of Women of Excellence Recognized) is pleased to introduce the newest Women of Empowerment members who are now recognized members of P.O.W.E.R.:

Glenda M. Nystrand--Mental Health
Judith K. Guyot--Social Work
Antoinette E. Pierre--Government
Alla Goldman--Healthcare
Tradessa L. Machajewski--Staffing
Pam S. Hart-Kavulak--Education
Denise Peterson--Wellness
Terry A. Nacion--Real Estate
Jennifer Saenz--Healthcare
Yobany E. Banks-McKay--Transportation/Shipping Services
Patrizia H. Sordillo--Architecture
Cheri Wentworth--Interior Design
Lori A. Kay--Life Coaching
Adela Ramírez Torres--Healthcare
Ruth Everett--Health and Wellness
Kimberly G. Sims--Transportation
Rita M. Blandov--Healthcare
Monica J. Green--Healthcare
Ava R. Dean--Nonprofit
Birdie J. Ghiglione--Publishing
Hui-Yiing Chang--Education
Diane H. Paris--Insurance
Terry L. Sharpe--Healthcare
Jeri Taylor-Swade--Beauty
Alyssa J. Von Herbulis--Financial
Parul Bhatia--Glass Products
Elisa Susanna Druker--Healthcare
Juanita J. Grisby--Retail
Alison R. Bean--Education
Ndidi N. Nwokorie--Medical
Amy Reyes--Oil and Gas
Constance J. Turman--Fashion
Tabetha J. Clark--Health Insurance
Cecelia A. Viel--Human Services
Adriana Pastor San Roman--Restaurant
Nooria N. Kazemi--Healthcare
Patricia M. Woroch--Social Services
Cathy Tucker--Retail/Beauty
Ginger M. Manganaro--Education
Monica J. Green--Healthcare
Carol R. Lance--Real Estate
Phyllis J. Beckley--Real Estate
Eileen Hoeter--Hospitality
Eileen F. Ordway--Healthcare
Janel Milton--Healthcare
Jennifer L. Colucciello--Healthcare
Dawn M. DeLuca--Interior Design
Suellen Cermenaro--Retail/Jewelry
Bethanne R. Mitchell--Retail
Deborah R. Ong--Hospitality/Gaming
Norma Del Valle-Blige--Education
Eileen M. Beveridge--Education/Library
Karen Sue Newberry--Nonprofit
Maria J. Washington--Social Services
Megan M. Francis--Association
Jayashree Sundaram--Financial
Sylvia G. Paluzzi--Education
Maryann Cummings--Community Service
Galina Podolskiy--Healthcare
Barbara A. Williamson--Author
Chrysal Reed--Law
Ashley N. Whitham--Law
Dana M. Liston--Healthcare
Tiffany R. Rhodes--Education
Maureen Saylor--Healthcare
Jacqueline R. Williams--IT
Martha M. Vayhinger--Holistic Healing
Victoria S. Madden--Government/Legal
Lynn G. Brennan--Education
Alethea L. Tyrrell--Healthcare
Elizabeth Ann Waddell--Legal
Tia M. Gaughan--Healthcare
Linda T. Johnson--Transportation
Sylvia N. Caballero--Food
Cynthia Salvodon-Stallings--Education
Shawndya L. Simpson--Government/Legal
Dolores Quevedo--Healthcare
Mary L. Bush--Real Estate
Jennifer DuBois--Retail/Skincare Products
Marcia A. Wable--Insurance
Julie A. Brown--Education
Toby A. Liftee--Information Technology
Marilyn Dyer-Angle--Healthcare Education
Joyce Stewart-Bibins--Healthcare
Lynne M. Wilhite--Medical Devices
Karen Terry-Johnson--Recycling
Amey Stark-Foust--Consulting
Jennifer DeLorenzo--Technology/Software
Kathleen M. Hitchcock-Brackney--Healthcare
Anastasia M. Yorkman--Healthcare
Jessica Sisco--Alternative Healing
Lisa Mann--Life Coaching
Cynthia M. Nunn Johnson--Accounting
Mary G. Jaszewski--Food/Beverage
Renitta S. Grimes--Religion
Kay Sutton--Real Estate
Deborah K. Gilman--Healthcare
Genevieve A. Hutchins-Booker--Research
Shemaine Rohrbach--Travel
Felipa N. Salgado--Business Service
Sandra A. Nazario--Education
Julie E. Teixeira--Healthcare
Susan Michelle Hooks--Healthcare
Rosalie Jane Lynch--Healthcare
Renata N. Boodhansingh--Education
Jacqueline R. LeSage--Community Service
Eileen P. Collins--Insurance
Samantha F. Tolley--Construction
Rosaria L. Calafati--Publishing
Ruby C. Camarillo--Nonprofit
Kerry E. Misner--Construction
Kim Knight--Retail/E-Cigarette
Patricia Ardery--Healthcare
Laurie H. Davis--Publishing
Valerie L. Grant--Healthcare
Kathleen Cook--Investments
Jessica L. Rutledge--Florist
Kwajalein L. Waters--Accounting
Patricia A. Corle--Real Estate
Bianca R. Lopez--Design
Savitha B. Katsuri--Healthcare
Cheryl A. Hindsley--Animal Shelter
Susan L. Selle-Shelton--Education
Kerry M. Kernicky--Retail/Eyeglasses
Carol Gineé Reddick--Healthcare
Patricia C. Magerkurth--Business Consulting
Maria R. Fullam--Energy Services
Cecilia J. Robbins--Community Service
Sandy Harrison--Real Estate
Elinore Schnurr--Art
Cheryl Yellowhawk--Art
Ana M. Lopez--Healthcare
Sandy Range--Alternative Healthcare
Penny S. Stacy--Healthcare
Jean Erickson Walker--Coaching
Martha E. White-Warren--Consulting
Connie L. Pease--Fitness
Cindy Ormiston--Alternative Healthcare
Deborah A. Sexton--Cleaning
Stephanie M. Stephens--Education
Valerie D. Williams--Healthcare
Stephanie K. Farrell--Environmental Safety
Rhonda H. Luebs--Nonprofit/Holistic Healthcare
Jenah Victor--Community Service
Brigitte Lotze--Law
Anna Deeter--Education
Barbara Cunningham--Financial
Tracy L. Markley--Fitness
Katherine E. McNeill--Art
Catherine M. Schneider--Healthcare
Lori Lustica--Real Estate
Constance Kenny--Healthcare
Jasmina Agrillo Scherr--Alternative Healthcare
Joan H. Rakosky--Travel
Susan Burbridge--Canine Breeding
Angelique N. Muniz--Education
Shirley Schaye--Healthcare
Patricia J. Penta--Healthcare

About P.O.W.E.R. (Professional Organization of Women of Excellence Recognized)
P.O.W.E.R.’s mission is to provide a powerful network of women who will mentor, inspire and empower
each other to be the best they can be. Through our valuable services, and collaborating with like-minded professionals, our members can gain the recognition and exposure to achieve their career goals.
Contact Information:
P.O.W.E.R. Professional Organization of Women of Excellence Recognized
S. K. Koop
516-365-3222
Contact via Email
www.powerwoe.com

Online Version of Press Release:
You can read the online version of this press release at: https://www.pr.com/press-release/718256
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